The Life Of The Party

Medium Swing
Vamp (Vocal last X)

KATE:

Who needs money?
Not me.

Who needs fortune or fame?
I don't need a
articulation simile

new career, a sympathetic ear, a name.
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PNO.-COND.

2. (The Life Of The Party)  

THE WILD PARTY

All I need is time to play, only want the game.

Point me to the mic, I know what I like. Don't you wanna

be the life of the party? Don't you wanna be the cream of the crop? Don't you wanna

(A Light Basie comp. D9 A7 D9)

(gentle accent on 2 and 4 sempre)

feel those shivering fits til someone calls it quits, or someone calls a cop? Don't you wanna

A E/G# A/G F#7 B9
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A Tempo

land the role of a life
time? Well, you bet-ter get down on one knee.

'Tcause

you could play the life of the par-ty if you can pray with

Even 8th's

Oh oo oh...

Tutti

mp

articulation simile
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Who needs lovers? Not I. Who needs heaven above?

Swing 8's

Don't have time for things unsaid, for baking bread, for love.

All I need is room to fight, hand in fist-ed glove.
Point me to the sky,
It's my turn to fly.
Don't you wanna

be the life of the party?
Don't you wanna be the top of the heap?
This is where the

Alto, Ten.
+Gtr. Light Basie comp.
(A7)
(D9)

(gentle accent on 2 and 4 sempre)

(Optional)

+Bs., Bari

jam-bo-ree ne-ver ends, why not be count-ing friends in stead of count-ing sheep?
If you wanna

---249---
join the heavenly choir.

hurry up and get yourself in line. But

don't you pass the life of the party until you pass the wine!

Let the drinks pour.

Let the crowds roar.
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heavens wildly cheer... Till the
sunrise brings the goodbyes I'll be

+vocal filly doodads
here never fear... Sx., Tpt.
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8. (The Life Of The Party)

Pull Back

Who's it gonna
big drums

Slower

be? The life of the party... Who's it gonna be? The king of the hill.

Don't you wanna

Solo
be some-body to envy? Don't you wanna be foot-loose and free?

Well,

you could be the life of the party if you were more like

me!
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APPLAUSE SEGUE